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Overview

The goal of this work is to characterize applica-
tion sensitivity to network performance via single
and multirail InfiniBand configurations.
•Evaluated a subset of the CORAL mini-apps:
LULESH, AMG, UMT, miniFE, and MCB.

•Performed experiments on various network
configurations on 256 nodes of LLNL’s
catalyst: Intel IvyBridge dual-socket nodes
with dual rail QDR-80 TrueScale fabric.

•Characterized the communication
requirements of applications.

•Quantified the impact of network performance
on applications using a multirail network.

Microbenchmarks

Significant performance improvements with multi-
rail policies for several microbenchmarks.
•Execution time and latency for P2P operations is nearly
halved under high-contention scenarios.

•Execution time and latency for some collectives show
significant improvements, especially the default policy for
Allreduce.

MPI Collectives Latency
Default NIC-1 NIC-0 Local-NIC

Allreduce 0.044148 0.077542 0.086695 0.060249
Barrier 0.034437 0.050104 0.041245 0.038741
Broadcast 0.005908 0.006955 0.006134 0.006692
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In cases of high contention, multirail policies can double
effective bandwidth in this P2P pingpong microbenchmark.

CORAL Mini-Applications

UMT2013 Unstructured Mesh deterministic
radiation Transport.

AMG2013 Algebraic Multi-Grid linear system
solver.

MCB Monte Carlo transport.
LULESH Shock hydrodynamics for unstruc-

tured meshes.
miniFE Finite element code.

Networking Policies

Default PSM default dual-rail policy. It al-
locates MPI processes to the NICs
in an alternating or round robin
fashion.

NIC-0 Route all traffic through card 0.
NIC-1 Route all traffic through card 1.

Local-NIC Route traffic from each socket
through its local NIC.

Significant Variation in MPI Performance Across Multiple Runs

(a) UMT benefits from multirail configurations, especially in P2P. (b) AMG shows no clear performance benefits on average, but
multi-rail configurations show fewer outliers.

(c) miniFE (d) LULESH (e) UMT

(f) AMG (g) MCB

Negligible impact of networking policies on application performance (Figure of Merit).

Contributions and Conclusions

Other work on multirail networks focused on mi-
crobenchmark performance. We provide a link be-
tween the benefits of multirail for microbenchmarks
and real HPC mini-applications.
•No noticeable difference observed in performance between
multi- and single-rail for many applications; no significant
benefit from increased bandwidth.

•UMT performance improves with dual-rail because of
relatively large P2P messages. However, only a 3.2%
increase in FOM.

•Our investigation quantifies the impact of network
performance on applications of interest to LLNL and
informs the selection and procurement of future systems.

•Further investigation will evaluate the effectiveness of
dual-rail to mitigate concerns at larger scales including
high-contention networks, system noise, and larger
communication overhead.

MPI P2P and Collectives Characterization

The left figure indicates the percentage of application exe-
cution time spent on communication. The right shows the
average message sizes. Both MPI-only and MPI+OpenMP
hybrid runs measured.
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